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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

To capture the scope of the healthcare industry, we took a list of the top 100 healthcare systems and
narrowed that down to the top 10 based on the number of locations. In this report, we analyzed 10 of the 
biggest healthcare systems in the nation to determine who is most optimized online. We used real customer 
data to determine the biggest areas of opportunity for a brand to increase its visibility in search results and 
improve the offline to the online customer experience.

Healthcare systems are actively monitoring their online reviews with an average review
response rate of 38% in the last 3 months
Listing accuracy is significantly lower than it should be with an average of 83%

Ranking visibility is low for the unbranded keywords that consumers are using to find doctors 
and healthcare providers 

Healthcare systems are clearly prioritizing their online reviews because of the higher than average review 
response rate. After analyzing the healthcare industry’s online reputation to this extent, we determined three 
key areas where every healthcare system was missing the mark when it came to their local SEO strategies. 
Across the board, listings accuracy was low, departments, clinics, and doctors are all missing local pages, and 
each provider could use a new unbranded keyword strategy.

In order to thrive in the age of the consumer, healthcare systems need to be optimized online. The next steps 
for any executive in the healthcare industry looking to improve patient satisfaction, retention, and reputation 
are through a local SEO strategy. This report is a how-to guide for large healthcare systems on new marketing 
strategies that will help drive local SEO success.

Our Process

Key Findings

Recommendations
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MARKETING FOR HEALTHCARE IN 2019

In 2019, the healthcare industry has changed dramatically. Digitally native Millennials 
are starting families and getting serious about their healthcare options while Gen Z is 
entering the workforce and looking to apply their new benefits. This is now the
generation to capture as they select their benefits, doctors, and healthcare services. 
Today’s healthcare customers turn to search as they do for all of their other needs. 

Google reported a 900% increase in “near me” searches. As more and more people 
turn to local search in a moment of need, it’s vital that healthcare systems are
providing people with the information they are looking for when they need it and 
have a healthy online reputation. For healthcare services, consumers are utilizing 
Google, Yelp, Facebook, ZocDoc, Healthgrades, and many other local listing providers 
to find the recommendations they need. 

However, selecting a doctor or healthcare provider is not the same decision-making process as selecting 
where to go out to dinner. Consumers are using the same local search tools but in a different manner. Instead 
of decisions being made in a matter of seconds, consumers are searching across multiple sites and reading 
every review and review response. When choosing a potential doctor, consumers take the time to research 
how these doctors engage with their patients and what services the healthcare system as a whole provides. 
Because of this, an online reputation means everything. 

21% of people use online search to find a hospital or doctor while 80% of Americans use search to research a 
wide variety of healthcare information according to the Pew Internet & American Life Project. In an online-first 
world, it’s more important than ever for healthcare providers to maintain and optimize their online
reputation. 

Whether patients are searching for healthcare plans, doctors, pharmacies or emergency services, the search 
starts online. That means they’re taking into consideration things like location, services offered, and reviews. 
And they’re doing all of this before they even make it to the provider’s website.

Why This Report Matters

https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/the-power-of-online-healthcare-reviews/
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/3077086/t/more-people-search-health-online/
https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/growth-of-near-me-searches-shows-importance-of-local-seo/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298


Even further than standard searching, healthcare remains a nascent adopter of voice technologies given it’s a 
risk-averse and highly regulated industry. However, the combined pace of consumer adoption and corporate 
investments has this industry primed as the next hotbed of voice tech innovation.
 
Type in “pharmacy” into a browser and “pharmacies near me” auto-populates given its popularity as a
consumer hyper-local search – the same is similar to mobile and smart car voice commands. Insurance
companies are also using it. Insurer Cigna launched its Answers by Cigna skill for Amazon Alexa earlier this 
year where users can ask health-related questions like “What’s a formulary?” and get an answer. 
 
Walgreens and CVS each have plans to invest $300 million in digital health – a small part of which includes 
voice integration with its range of services to help consumers find services like health clinic hours and
locations, immunizations, drive-thru pharmacies, or to refill prescriptions. And Amazon bought PillPack to
enter into the $500 billion prescription market, with a growing number of RX orders ordered through
Alexa – and the tech juggernaut even owns patents for Alexa to detect when users are sick through changes to 
their voice patterns.
 
Given the current investments among big brands and tech companies along with early consumer uses of voice 
technology within healthcare, this market is poised to see a healthy uptick in voice tech applications and voice 
engine optimization will soon start to play a greater role and competitive edge. In order to achieve an
optimized and healthy online reputation that will make businesses visible in both local and voice search, 
healthcare systems need to consider 4 key local SEO factors: 

When a healthcare system is fully optimized in the 4 key local SEO areas, it will see an increase in online
visibility which will ultimately drive new patients requesting appointments and therefore revenue. 

Why This Report Matters, Continued

MARKETING FOR HEALTHCARE IN 2019
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https://www.beckershospitalreview.com/healthcare-information-technology/walgreens-to-invest-300m-in-digital-health.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/10/why-amazon-bought-pillpack-for-753-million-and-what-happens-next.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/10/why-amazon-bought-pillpack-for-753-million-and-what-happens-next.html
https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/cvs-exec-we-dont-discount-amazon/554070/
https://www.healthcaredive.com/news/cvs-exec-we-dont-discount-amazon/554070/


In order to thrive in the age of the consumer, healthcare systems need to be optimized online. The next steps 
for any CMO in the healthcare industry looking to improve patient satisfaction, retention, and reputation are 
through a local SEO strategy. This report is a how-to guide for large healthcare systems on new marketing 
strategies that will help drive local SEO success.

Chatmeter has previously written Local Brand Reports analyzing the Retail and Restaurant industries which 
look at how some of the biggest enterprise brands in the US performed online. Now, Chatmeter is analyzing 
the healthcare industry. The healthcare industry has a notorious reputation for being laggards in recent
marketing trends due to outdated processes, compliance issues, and a variety of other reasons. We are here 
to set the record straight if the healthcare industry is prepared to capture the Millennials who are now
searching for family care and the up-and-coming Gen Z as they are now entering the workforce. 

Chatmeter’s dashboard has analyzed over 1.9 million locations and billions of customer reviews, social media 
mentions, and sentiment since 2009. This huge amount of data allows Chatmeter to gain the full picture of 
a brand’s online reputation and dive deep into the details when needed. Along with artificial intelligence and 
sentiment analysis, we utilize the analytics gathered in our dashboard to prepare the data in this report.

Why This Report Matters, Continued

Why We Wrote This Report

MARKETING FOR HEALTHCARE IN 2019
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Key factors healthcare systems should be thinking about when establishing a local SEO
and online reputation management strategy.

Data that determines how prepared the healthcare industry is for their new digitally native
target markets: Millennials and Gen Z.

Three recommendations for the healthcare industry based on the findings in this report.

New considerations for CMOs: Doctors as brands and managing departments online.

1

2

3

4

Specifically this report covers:
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MARKETING FOR HEALTHCARE IN 2019

To capture the scope of the healthcare industry, we took a list of the top 100 healthcare systems and
narrowed that down to the top 10 based on location count. The 10 healthcare systems covered in this report 
are Community Health Network, Dignity Health, HCA Healthcare, Kaiser Permanente, Kindred Health, LifePoint 
Health, Prime Health, Tenet Health, Trinity Healthcare, and Universal Health Services.

In this report, we analyzed 10 of 
the largest healthcare systems in 
the nation to determine who is 
most optimized online. We used 
real customer data to determine 
the biggest areas of opportunity for 
a brand to increase their visibility 
in search results and improve the 
offline to the online patient
experience. 

We analyzed each brand based on 
their local listing accuracy,
review quality and quantity, and 
local search rankings to make our 
conclusions. Using review data and 
real customer feedback, we
examined real experiences
provided by healthcare systems
as told by their patients.

Our Process



KEY FINDINGS
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Healthcare systems are actively monitoring their online reviews with an average review response rate of 
38% in the last 3 months.
Google and Yelp are the sites that healthcare systems are prioritizing based on review response rate yet
majority of reviews are coming from Google and Facebook.

Listing accuracy is significantly lower than it should be with an average of 83%.
Ranking visibility is low for the unbranded keywords that consumers are using to find doctors and
healthcare providers. 
The 3 most common keywords consumers use to find healthcare providers are:

“HOSPITAL NEAR ME” “DOCTORS NEAR ME”“HOSPITAL”



WHAT GOES INTO A HEALTHCARE’S ONLINE REPUTATION?
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72% of patients use online reviews to find a new doctor. Consumer healthcare reviews are one of the most
important factors that influence a new patient’s decision to work with a new doctor. Especially in a high-risk
industry where people’s livelihood is involved, consumers will be taking the extra time to read through all
online reviews before making a decision. 
Consumers are turning to the sites of the individual health system, healthcare-specific sites such as
Healthgrades and ZocDoc, as well as standard search engines such as Google, Yelp and Facebook to read
reviews about healthcare systems and doctors. 57% of patients trust third-party sites like Google or
Healthgrades compared to the 45% of patients who said they trust the healthcare organization’s website for 
reviews according to a 2017 study by the Journal of General Internal Medicine.

Over the past few years, local search and consumer behavior has changed digital marketing for the healthcare 
industry.
Businesses find the most success when they are able to drive traffic back to their brick and mortar locations. 
In order to do this, they need a strong local SEO strategy in place. A complete local SEO strategy addresses the 
4 key factors as mentioned above: review management, local listings, local SEO rankings, and local pages.
Traditionally, a local SEO strategy includes social media management however, social engagement is not as 
big of a deciding nor ranking factor in the healthcare industry.

Reviews

Reviews have such a large impact on the decision-making process that 48% of patients surveyed in a 
study by Software Advice, said that positive reviews would influence them to go to an out-of-network 
doctor if they were rated higher online that the in-network doctors.

In addition to looking at the review ratings, potential patients are also looking to see if doctors and physicians 
are responding to the reviews they receive online. Those responses show potential patients that doctors are 
taking the time to listen to what they have to say whether it is a positive or negative review. Responding online 
shows prospective patients that healthcare providers are acknowledging the criticism and that they are
proactively improving the patient experience.

https://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/how-patients-use-online-reviews/
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11606-017-3982-5
https://www.softwareadvice.com/resources/how-patients-use-online-reviews/


However, not every healthcare review site allows doctors or healthcare systems to respond to patient reviews. 
Which is why it is always important for doctors to give patients the opportunity to feel heard and offer feed-
back in-person. This can help prevent the need for patients to post negative reviews online. This also makes 
those sites that doctors can respond on, such as Yelp, that much more important. 46% of consumers expect a 
response from a brand within 6 hours, be sure to respond quickly to the reviews that come in. Online reviews 
are not limited to doctors or physicians, healthcare systems receive a lot of reviews from patients regarding 
wait times, billing processes, and the list goes on.

It is extremely important that both the doctors and hospitals respond to all the reviews that come in to in-
crease local rankings and to show patients online that the healthcare system is listening to what they have to 
say. It’s also important to keep in mind that when responding to reviews, healthcare systems need to remain 
HIPAA compliant. In order to be HIPAA compliant, healthcare providers are not allowed to share any patient 
information in their review responses, even if the patient volunteered that information in their original review. 

The healthcare industry is uniquely restricted in its ability to respond to online reviews because of patient
privacy laws such as the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

HIPAA is designed to protect patient privacy during the era of the electronic medical record. In this time,
patients can take their entire patient file to a new insurer without accidentally disclosing anything. HIPAA
continues to apply today in the day of online reviews.

Healthcare systems cannot disclose any protected patient health information in their review responses. Even 
if the patient willingly includes their own information in their review, that does not give the doctor or provider 
permission to respond with information about their health. Given the seriousness of this concern, it is always 
better to say too little rather than too much. 

The best way to respond to online reviews and remain HIPAA compliant is to invite the conversation offline.  
Leave a phone number for the patient to reach out where they can discuss information one-on-one. They may 
not always reach out but it demonstrates that to anyone that reads the response that the healthcare provider 
is willing to come to a solution for the patient’s concerns.

Review quantity, review rate, and review responses across multiple sites are what potential patients are using 
to make everyday decisions about their healthcare provider.

Reviews, Continued

HIPAA

WHAT GOES INTO A HEALTHCARE’S ONLINE REPUTATION?
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https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/how-to-manage-your-online-reputation/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298&restored=1558393183402


WHAT GOES INTO A HEALTHCARE’S ONLINE REPUTATION?

Healthcare providers have a duty to provide patients with immediate information about their hospitals,
doctors, pharmacies, and any other services under their corporation because of the urgent nature of the
industry. Healthcare systems need to have accurate information online in order to be found during a patient’s 
moment of need, such as hours of operation, become more critical in the healthcare field. 

Because there are so many services offered from healthcare providers, it’s vital their listings are always
accurate. 73% of people lose trust in a business if their listing information is inaccurate. In a time when brand 
loyalty is depreciating, healthcare providers can’t afford to lose patients due to inaccurate listing information.

The most important sites that healthcare systems should have listings on are healthcare-specific sites such as 
Healthgrades and ZocDoc, as well as standard search engines such as Google, Yelp, and Facebook.

The last step in creating a complete online reputation strategy that is optimized for visibility is knowing which 
keywords patients are using to find healthcare systems online. Most brands focus on optimizing their listings 
and website for branded keywords because they have a higher click-through-rate and return on investment. 
Unfortunately, if a business is only focusing on branded keywords, they are only reaching a small percentage 
of their potential audience. The brand is not growing to new customers.

Utilizing Chatmeter’s AI sentiment analysis engine, Pulse, we were able to analyze the over 100,000 reviews 
from the 10 healthcare systems in this report to determine what people were most often talking about in their 
reviews. This helps bring clarity to what is relevant to the average patient when discussing healthcare online 
and what potential keywords healthcare systems should be optimized for.

We analyzed the millions of searches 
across all Chatmeter customers and 
found that on average, 81.7% of the 
time impressions on local search
listings come from unbranded
keywords. 

Listings

Keywords
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BRANDED
VS.

UNBRANDED
SEARCHES

https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/why-local-listings-management-is-a-must/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298
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WHAT GOES INTO A HEALTHCARE’S ONLINE REPUTATION?

Keywords, Continued
As you can see, the most
common keywords mentioned by 
consumers in their reviews are 
Staff, Hospital, Experience, Nurse, 
Doctor, and Care, in that order.

Now that we know these are the 
keywords that consumers are using 
to find healthcare providers, the 
best places to put these keywords 
to increase online visibility would 
be:
 • Google listing category,
    description, and attributes
 • Local pages
 • Website
 • Review responses
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OUR FINDINGS

In order to see a quick assessment of each brand across the 4 key areas of local SEO, we turned to
Chatmeter’s Local Brand Visibility (LBV) scoring system. A brand’s LBV score is an aggregate of the most
important metrics tied to reputation, local listings, and local SEO. Customer activity levels, listing accuracy, 
rankings, and customer ratings all factor into the score. For the purpose of this high-level brand comparison 
report, we’re omitting the local competitors part and social media activity of the LBV score.

In general, an LBV score above 70 is reflective of an industry leader, a score between 50 and 70 is average and 
a score below 50 is poor. Think of the gradient scale as a digital report card of online health.

Below are the LBV scores of all 10 healthcare systems. Later is a deep dive on each of the 3 LBV score
sections: 

Now that we know all of the key aspects that go into a successful local SEO strategy designed to increase
visibility online, we can look at each healthcare system to determine who is or is not prepared to capture new 
patients online.

Local Brand Visibility Scores



In this report, we analyzed review quantity, review ratings, and review response rate. We then broke down 
each of these by looking at the distribution between Google, Facebook, and Yelp, the top third-party review 
sites. 

The LBV scoring system looks at review ratings, number of reviews on the top sites, and review response rate 
when determining scores for the reviews category. The average review score across all 10 healthcare systems 
was a 73, the highest average out of the reviews, listings, and rankings categories. Again, a score of 70 or
higher is representative of an industry leader. In order to determine why healthcare systems received such 
high reviews scores, we dove into the data. 

Of the reviews coming in in the last 3 months 
for our healthcare systems, Google was
receiving the lion’s share with 66% of all
reviews, Facebook came in second with 15% of 
the reviews, and Yelp came in last with an
average of 10% of the reviews. The remaining 
9% of reviews went to other sites such as Bing, 
Yahoo, and industry-specific sites but since the 
numbers were so low on those sites, we opted 
to not include them from this report. 

Consumers are naturally turning to Google and 
Facebook as their reviews source because they 
already have those accounts made. There are 
1.2 Billion monthly active Google users and 
2.38 billion monthly active Facebook users as 
of 2019. Naturally, consumers leave reviews on 
these accounts that are already a part of their 
daily lives.

Review Quantity, Quality, and Responses

LBV Score - Reviews

Review Quantity

OUR FINDINGS
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Review Quantity Across Sites

https://techjury.net/stats-about/gmail-statistics/
https://zephoria.com/top-15-valuable-facebook-statistics/


For the 10 healthcare systems in our report, the average review rating in the last 3 months was 3.06 stars with 
all review ratings ranked below from lowest to highest. Additionally, we’re looked at third-party review sites 
such as Google, Facebook, and Yelp to break down the ratings. 

The highest ratings were mostly on Facebook with an average of 3.8 stars, then Google with an average of 3.2 
stars, and Yelp had a much lower average review rating of 2.4.

Recently, Facebook introduced Recommendations instead of reviews. Now, Facebook asks user if they would 
either recommend or not recommend a business and why. The Facebook rating is a cumulation of previous 
star ratings and now the recommendations people are currently making.

Review Quality

OUR FINDINGS Review Quantity, Quality, and Responses
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https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/big-changes-coming-to-facebook-business-pages/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298&restored=1558393388180


Even with HIPAA compliance, the average review response rate in the last 3 months was 38%. Chatmeter also 
found that the all-time review response rate for each healthcare system in this report averaged 21%. This 
means that the healthcare systems are only starting to respond to their reviews in the last year or so.

This response rate is surprisingly high for the healthcare industry. It was previously assumed that healthcare 
systems would be reluctant to respond to reviews because of the HIPAA compliance but it appears to be 
the opposite. The information being left in these reviews is much more sensitive and needs to be addressed 
quickly. These healthcare systems with or without a review responding tool are working hard at bringing the 
conversation offline. 

The highest overall review response 
rate was 72% by Kindred Health.
Kindred Health also had the highest 
average review rating of 4.4.

When looking at the different review 
response rates, we compared the top 
third-party review sites to learn which 
sites the healthcare systems were
prioritizing in their online reputation. 
Majority of the review responses were 
on Google with an average response 
rate of 45%, then Yelp with an average 
of 42%, and Facebook receives hardly 
any responses with a small average
response rate of 2%. This is interesting 
to see that even though Facebook is 
receiving 15% of all reviews, healthcare 
systems are not responding to those
reviews which could mean that
healthcare systems aren’t aware of the 
Facebook reviews being left for them. 

Review Responses

OUR FINDINGS Review Quantity, Quality, and Responses
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The highest average review rating and review response rate came from Kindred Healthcare with a rating of 4.3 
and a response rate of 73%. On the opposite end, the lowest average review rating of 2.5 was tied between 
UHS and Prime Health. 

It is clear that by prioritizing review responses, in return, a healthcare system will see a healthier review
management score. Even though the average review rating is lower than 4 stars, review responses have a
significant impact on rankings and therefore push the review score up.

When looking at listings management, the LBV scoring systems analyzes listing accuracy, presence and
optimization across tiers 1, 2, and 3 listing sites and industry specific sites. A healthcare system with listings 
on sites such as Google, Yelp, Facebook, Healthgrades, and ZocDoc that all have matching information and 
are fully optimized by having completely filled out information will be representative of industry leaders. The 
average LBV score in the listing category for all 10 healthcare systems is 39, the lowest score out of the three 
categories measured. Here’s a look at why the score is so low. 

Conclusion of Review Management in the Healthcare Industry

LBV Score: Listings

OUR FINDINGS
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Listing Accuracy and Optimization

TIER 1

TIER 2



In order to analyze each healthcare systems listings, we used Chatmeter’s Listing Accuracy Report which
calculates the average listing accuracy and listing presence. The report takes into consideration the number 
of duplicate listings, incorrect information online and how many sites each healthcare system has across 70+ 
listing sites. 

The average listing accuracy across all 10 healthcare systems was 83% with an average of 86% listing
presence. Here at Chatmeter, we teach our clients to strive for a listing accuracy of at least 95% and listing 
presence of 99% because of how important listings are for local rankings. Listings accuracy, presence, and 
optimization account for 35% of how Google ranks businesses according to the 2018 Local Ranking Factors 
survey.

Listing Accuracy

OUR FINDINGS Listing Accuracy and Optimization

When it comes to keeping online listings up-to-date, most local 
SEO experts refer to the acronym NAP which stands for Name, 
Address, and Phone Number. However, it’s becoming more 
and more apparent that a complete and accurate listing needs 
more than just NAP presence. 

In order to truly succeed with listings, businesses now need 
to have NAPWCHD accuracy which stands for Name, Address, 
Phone Number, Website, Category, Hours of Operation, De-
scription. NAPWCHD accuracy is the new normal for business-
es since 25% of how Google ranks businesses is related to 
GMB optimization which includes every NAPWCHD factor. 

The 10 businesses could improve upon the local website factor 
of NAPWCHD. Across these 10 providers, the website leads to 
a corporate website, not an individual clinic, department, or 
doctor.

Listing Optimization
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https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/2018-local-ranking-factors/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298&restored=1558393388180
https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/2018-local-ranking-factors/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298&restored=1558393388180


The highest listings accuracy was 89% from Prime Healthcare and the lowest was Dignity Health with only a 66% accuracy rate. 
Dignity Health’s online information cannot currently be trusted by either Google or consumers. Additionally, the highest listings 
presence was 95% at Kindred Health and the lowest at 69% from Community Health. The numbers in the listings department are 
all over the board with no one company prevailing. 

Each healthcare system is facing their own unique challenge with listings and will need to invest in a listings management
solution to see results. It is clear that while the healthcare systems have kick-started their review management strategy, the 
businesses now need to establish a solid a listing management strategy to bring up the listing accuracy to where it needs to be 
visible online. 

Conclusion of Local Listings Management in the Healthcare Industry

OUR FINDINGS
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To determine the local SEO rankings score, the LBV scoring system reviews the top unbranded keywords for the business’s 
category and then searches how high each location is ranking for those keywords across Google, Yelp, Facebook, Healthgrades, 
ZocDoc, and more. The average for the 10 healthcare systems in this category is 50, a below average score. 

When looking at the 2018 Local Ranking Factors, listings management is a huge part of how Google ranks businesses. Listings 
accuracy for the 10 healthcare systems was abnormally low and their average listings LBV score was only a 39. Because of this 
poor performance, healthcare systems are struggling with ranking in the local search results.

As mentioned earlier, the top keywords 
that consumers are using to find
doctors or healthcare providers are 
“hospital” and “doctor”. Healthcare 
systems need to be utilizing these
findings and plugging all of the relevant 
keywords in places that Google and top 
tier listing sites index, such as business 
categories, website headers, local pages, 
and review
responses.

LBV Score: Local SEO Rankings KEYWORD SEARCH VOLUME BY CONSUMERS ON GOOGLE ACROSS THE US

Unbranded Keywords and Local SEO Rankings



OUR FINDINGS Unbranded Keywords and Local SEO Rankings
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The lowest ranking score cam from Dignity Health with a score of 37. Dignity Health also had the lowest listing 
accuracy percent by a long shot. It is clear that listings have a huge impact in how visible this healthcare
systems’ locations, doctors, and services are online. The highest ranking score is a score of 63 from HCA. While 
HCA was close to hitting the top 3 for review response rate, their listings accuracy was second highest at 88%. 
Putting an effort into an online reputation management strategy will earn businesses higher visibility online. 

In order to be visible in local search rankings, these healthcare providers need to first focus on increasing 
listing accuracy. Once that has been done, providers and doctors can then plug the above keywords into the 
places that Google indexes. This will result in higher rankings for the most relevant unbranded keywords.

Conclusion of Local SEO Rankings in the Healthcare Industry
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

After analyzing the healthcare industries online reputation to this extent, we determined three key areas 
where every healthcare system was missing the mark when it came to their local SEO strategies. Across the 
board, listings accuracy was very low, departments, clinics, and doctors are all missing local pages, and each 
provider could use a new unbranded keyword strategy.

Listing accuracy averaged 83% for all 10 providers, far lower than the recommended 95%. Because
listings account for 35% of how Google ranks businesses, all of these providers are dropping in their local 
search rankings. 

By implementing a structured listings management strategy that consistently updates tier 1, 2, and 3
listing sites, all 10 providers will see an increase in their rankings in return.

The healthcare industry needs to be available for an extremely broad range of services that all fall under 
1 provider. Once listings are cleaned up, providers can then focus on implementing a local pages strategy 
that will structure every department and service in an organized hierarchy of pages.

Recommendations 1 and 2 are important to complete first because those are the foundation of any local 
SEO strategy. Once the core structure is in place, healthcare providers can plug in the unbranded
keywords we outlined earlier into those listings and local pages. When consumers search using those
keywords, Google will recommend those healthcare providers that have gone through the efforts of
proving to Google they are a relevant business. 

What We Learned

Three Recommendations

Focus on Listings Accuracy to Establish a Solid Local SEO Foundation1

2

3

Implement a Local Pages Strategy to Bring Order to the Chaos

Add Unbranded Keywords for Increase Visibility

https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/2018-local-ranking-factors/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298&restored=1558393388180


Create local pages for each doctor that are connected to the website
Create listings across the most important sites
Optimize the listings
Optimize the Local Pages
Generate and Respond to Reviews

Steps to making a doctor a brand

BEYOND THE BASICS: DOCTORS AS BRANDS
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Now that healthcare systems know how to manage their hospitals’ and clinics’ online reputation, they need to 
consider managing the online reputation for their doctors and physicians as well. 

54% of Millennials search for a doctor online and rely on online physician ratings before visiting a doctor.
Doctors are reviewed and searched for just as much as the healthcare system itself. By managing the entire 
online reputation of doctors it will increase the visibility of the healthcare system as a whole. The best way to 
accomplish this is by essentially treating each doctor online like it is one of the business’s brick and mortar 
locations.

Each doctor should have its own local page that is uniquely optimized to match the doctor. These local
pages will create localized content and help doctors increase their rankings on local maps, organic searches, 
and even voice assistants. Once the pages have been made, they should be incorporated into the core
healthcare system’s website map. 

Why and How to Make a Doctor a Brand

Local Pages

1
2
3
4
5

https://www.chatmeter.com/blog/businesslistingsforhealthcare/?utm_source=Adwords&utm_medium=cpc&utm_campaign=Listings%3A+Test&utm_term=%2Bsubmit+%2Bbusiness+%2Bdirectory&restored=1548355967835&restored=1548435170593&restored=1548460771298&restored=1558393388180
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BEYOND THE BASICS: DOCTORS AS BRANDS

Each local page should have the following to be fully optimized for local and organic SEO:

The next step is creating and/or claiming online listings to ensure accuracy across the key sites. The sites to 
create or claim listings on would be Google, Yelp, Facebook, Healthgrades, and ZocDoc, to start with. It is 
important to create the local pages first because the website URL businesses should be using on each listing is 
the local page URL. 

Now that the foundation of local pages and listings is set up and optimized for potential patients to find the 
doctors online, the last step in building doctors as a brand is to generate reviews. The best way to generate 
reviews is organically. Healthcare systems should be encouraging their doctors, nurses, and staff to ask happy 
patients to leave reviews online about their experience. As reviews start to come, it is vitally important to
respond to all reviews as mentioned above and in HIPAA

Accurate and consistent information: name, address, phone number, and hours of operation
Unique descriptions with relevant unbranded keywords throughout the content
Clear Call-to-Action buttons that encourage appointments
Nice to have a review widget that showcases positive reviews
If the doctor happens to be active on social media sites (this is not expected) then be sure to add buttons to 
connect

Name
Address
Phone Number
Website (Local Page URL)
Category
Hours of Operation
Description unique to that doctor

Each listing should have consistent
information for: 

Pictures
Categories and Attributes
CTA buttons to book appointments
Engage with Q&A
Start posting Google Posts (GMB only)

Optimize the Yelp and Google My Business listing 
by adding:

Local Pages, Continued

Listings

Reviews



BEYOND THE BASICS: MANAGING DEPARTMENTS

Unlike most businesses, healthcare services have multiple departments and therefore listings, operating at 
the same location. The average hospital could have hundreds of business listings. From the pharmacy, to the 
different departments in the hospital itself like pediatrics, orthopedics, and so on. That’s not even including 
the clinics and specialty services that may be located at different locations. 
The best ways to organize all of these departments and doctors online is through listings management and a 
local pages strategy.

The first step in a proper local SEO strategy for multiple departments is always with listings management. 
Each department needs to have a listing for each department and doctor. Each of these listings need to be 
fully optimized with accurate categories, attributes, descriptions and local websites to drive visibility across all 
areas of search. 

Through a local pages strategy, every
department and doctor should its own 
page all optimized with unique localized 
content. The result will be 1 healthcare 
system turning into thousands of pages
online. Whenever a potential patient 
searches for the brand, they will
dominate page 1 with all of their
local pages.

Listings Management for Multiple Departments

Local Pages for Each Service,
Department
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KINDRED HEALTHCARE

LOCATIONS

DEPARTMENTS

Hospitals

Clinics

Cities

Doctors
Offices

Pediatrics Urgent 
Care

Family
Medicine

Doctors

LOCAL PAGES EXAMPLE STRUCTURE FOR KINDRED HEALTHCARE
The main website is the core and the locations, doctors, and
departments branch off of it.
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CONCLUSION

The main driver of healthcare profits from Baby Boomers and Gen X while the new target markets of
Millennials searching for health providers and Gen Z entering the workforce is driving the healthcare industry 
to approach capturing these audiences in a new way. Those consumers are using the tools that they grew up 
with using when trying to find new businesses: search. Now, healthcare providers need to think about what 
goes into an online reputation in order to be visible in these unbranded searches. 

This report revealed 3 key areas the healthcare industry needs to improve upon in their local SEO strategy. 
Those were increasing listing accuracy with a listings management solution, implementing a local pages
strategy to bring order to the chaos, and adding unbranded keywords consumers are using for increased
visibility. 

Something to note from this report, Kindred Health was at the top of the charts across the board. They have 
the highest review response rate and highest LBV score which resulted in having the highest review rating. 
They also had one of the highest listing accuracy percents and most listing presence out of the 10 healthcare 
systems. It’s important to point this out because this is clearly a healthcare system that is working on their 
online reputation. 

In order to thrive in the age of the consumer, healthcare systems need to be optimized online. The next steps 
for any CMO in the healthcare industry looking to improve patient satisfaction, retention, and reputation are 
through a local SEO strategy.

Utilizing a reputation management software can help healthcare systems understand consumer trends,
quickly determine which locations to celebrate and where to improve. There are platforms out there like 
Chatmeter that can provide brands with the proper tools to get started by easily analyzing those experiences, 
identifying areas to improve, and allowing brands to quickly engage with their customers in an effort to create 
loyal, lifetime patients.




